
HYPEHYPEHYPE Not all writers are talented, but Ogunjimi 
Ayomikun, a 200L Law Student is  lucky 

enough to be one of the few talented writers. 
Her writing can easily be recognised out of 

thousands. You know why? 
  The Ogun States born drama queen source of 

inspiration is writing,  when she is down,  her pen 
performs the magic. She is a committed church girl 
who believes in being the best at what God  has in 

plan for her. 
  TalentMikun, is  really  innocent,  both In look and 
attitude.  She is partially friendly, but mind you,  she 

is the best to be with. Ayomikun aims at changing the 
world with her writing,  she is bright , skilled and 

talented, no doubt. The most attractive thing about 
her is the way she smile,  her dimple is an appeal to 

this. 
  Nothing much was revealed about the relationship 

status of this black beauty, don't forget that she is still 
the committed church girl you know .  She is totally a 

stranger to clubbing.  Don't get too amazed when 
Ogunjimi Ayomikun finally emerged as the first 

female  president of this country, she has the 
attributes.
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All is well   My dimple    The way I crySelling point : Awkward thing about me :

umber of Students of the Olabisi NOnabanjo  Univers i ty  have 
decried at the failure of the 

Students' Union Government to reduce 
transportation rates in the University's 
permanent site that has plunged into high 
rates since the beginning of the year. 
  It should be recalled that the General 
Secretary of the Student Union Transport 
Committee, Aare Wasiu Hamzat had 
earlier in January promised that the fare 
rates would be reduced as soon as the 
prices of petrol are returned to normal in 
Ago Iwoye. The SUG President, Comrade 
William Adeosun also made similar 
remarks in an interview with Campus 
Mirror held earlier this year. However, two 
weeks after, the petrol now sells at normal 

"Enough Is Enough" - OOU Students Blast SUG 
Over Failure To Reduce Transport Rates By Aina Tolulope 

rates and nothing seems to have been done. 
Campus Mirror caught up with several number 
of Students who expressed their grievance 
against the Students' Union Government 
officials. They  criticised the SUG for pursuing 
a Rebranding Agenda when it should be 
attending to issues of greater importance like 
the high cost of transportation.
  The last weekend was also married with 
several writings and online campaigns to 
protest against the increment of fare rates.
However, it seems the agitation has caught the 
attention of the Students' Union President who 
reportedly on Saturday stormed several filling 
stations in Ago-Iwoye to enforce the sale of 
Petrol commodity at N145/litre. 
A statement issued on Saturday by Presidential 
Spokesman, Shofoyeke David said that the 

President mandated all filling stations in Ago-
Iwoye to ensure sales of petroleum at the 
official price or face the wrath of the union.
  The statement also revealed that the 
President has held a meeting with all 
Transport Drivers which was further 
adjourned till Monday.

SUG Senators Divided Over New Union Logo
he recently changed  logo of the TStudents' Union Government 
which has caused chaos in the 

school politics was brought to the third 
business meeting of the Student House 
of Senate so as to deliberate on the 
matter as well as to decide if the logo 
worth the to be changed as proposed by 
the President, Comrade Adeosun 
Williams. 
  During the sitting, there was a flow of  
argument , different perspectives from 
members and controversies in the 
house concerning the new logo in 
which the house was unable to settle for 
a safe conclusion. 
  The Senators then demanded the 
presence of the Union President so as to 
shed more light on the symbols and 
images inscribed on the newly 
proposed logo before it could be 
adopted.
  However, while speaking with 
Campus Mirror, the Senate President, 
Dist. Senator Bello Olayinka stated that 
his position on the logo still remains the 
same.
  "Well, I have addressed the issue 
before and I am still addressing it now. 
It has just been put to house and 

Public Display of Sensitive  Body Parts,
isn't this a form Of prostitution?
By Lamina Ifeoluwa

t was all black at the candle light service organized in  Ihonour of the late 400 level political science student, 
Olaniyi Peter last Friday.

OOU influential colleague and sympathizers converged 
at the mini campus to pay their last respect to the 
deceased, who lost his life in a bike accident some weeks 
ago. 
  Mustapha Abolaji, SOSSA President, popularly known 
as Gr8bjay described the death of Peter as a big loss to 
OOU. "It is really something we are not happy about. It is 
quite unfortunate that the guy had been in the struggle for 
a while and now that he was almost through with his 
studies, we lost him to the cool hands of death ", he said.
"Peter was a nice and good guy. We were in the same 
department and level, he was not someone that disturb the 
peace of the class and he was always contributing to the 
progress of the society".
  One Blessing Abolarinwa, who introduced herself as a 
girlfriend to the late Peter expressed her grievances about 
his  sudden death. She said, "The first time I heard the 
news, I became so weak. Even till now I am still in shock 
and still don't believe he's gone". 
  Lateef Ayobami, a classmate and a close friend to the 
deceased opined, "I feel very sad about the incident, I 
didn't expect it , I went to work on that fateful day, it was 
an assignment in Ibadan, so I left Peter at home with my 
younger brother that came to spend his holiday with me. 
When I was coming, I could remember that I called them 
around 6:37pm, and they told me they were at home. In 
about 45 minutes after, I was told that they had an  
accident"
  "I saw him before he died. He died in my present at the 
Mini Campus Health Centre. He was crying out in pains 
and begging not to be allowed to die", he added.

SUG President, SOSSA President, Others Pay Tribute To Late Peter
By Olawale Smart  

In the same vein, Mustapha Bolaji pleaded with everyone 
concerned to ensure that justice is executed by persecuting 
Yaro, the accused  "hit and run" driver.
  The SUG  President assures that justice will surely be 
upheld. He stated, "we have ensured that the accused, Yaro 
, remains in detention and taken to court. According to  the 
report we gathered from the DPO of Abobi Police Station, 
he was arraigned to court yesterday and he promised that  
Yaro will face the full wrath of the magistrate.
  "We've informed all quarters that needed to be informed. 
The commissioner of police, Eleweran and vice chancellor 
has been informed and they are aware of our  stand. We are 
going to remain on our stand that justice must be served 
and we will ensure that the family of the deceased is aware 
that we are solidly behind them", he concluded.
  The SUG Social Director, Gbera,  SUG Sport Director , 
Skyboy,  SUG Legal Director, Lexicon and NAPSS 
President were among the dignitaries that graced the 
candlelight service.

consensus is yet to be reached. If the 
union is going to be changing from one 
logo to the other, it has to be subjected 
to the ratification of the house, 
President has put it to the house but we 
are unable to reach an agreement." 
Senator Bello said.
  He explained that the Senate was 
unable to reach an agreement because 
the Senators concluded that the 
president should come and give some 
clarifications on some images and the 
concept behind the new Union logo.

  "The publication of the new logo is 

just to create awareness and not 

asserting that the Union has changed 

the logo, until the SHS approve it then it 

can be changed.", the Senate President 

said.

By Babalola Israel

on ti gba penalty lo Wthrowing....*laughing 
aloud*...is the sort of 

lyrics we hear on radios and MP3 
players as we groove to the beat in 
our skimpy and ever demeaning 
attires. Arrant jargons! Let's leave 
that for a latter time though, and 
focus on what's pressing. Yeah! 
Sexualizing yourself on TV and 
public places, isn't this also a 
gregarious form of prostitution?
  Quite alright, this is the 21st century 
and we are gradually approaching 
the 22nd but this isn't enough reason 
for madness to be the order of the 
day.
   This public display of sensitive 
body parts  is an eye sore and it is 
very detrimental  to the female 
gender but nowadays it seems  our 
females no longer care about what 
they wear, they don't give a damn 
about how they look let alone what 
the  public thinks . Well, our 
marketing industry must sell their 
products and sexualizing might be 
an inevitable occurrence but still if 
these ladies can just  at least get their 
acts together and be modest for once 
and consider  future reasons for the 
greater good of themselves, maybe a 
peck of sanity can take over. Just 
recently a concert was held by one of 
the top music artistes in the country 
and something extremely appalling 
occurred which garnered so much 
noise from the public, hence, 
derogatory remarks were spat out as 
regards what transpired that day. Just 
like the bible(forgive my religion 
intrusion) where it is said and I quote 
'Ye make yourselves as well as your 

body holy before the Lord your God! 
The aftermath of that incident came to 
life where it was seen that the artiste 
touched her and she brought her hands 
down to her private part just to 
massage. How disturbing that felt on 
TV! Another height of madness with 
spite! Look ladies, your attitude 
towards your outward appearance 
would determine the way the male sex 
would approach you. Dress like a 
whore and be treated like one! That's 
the simple rule to life. 
  Moving away from that episodic 
eyesore is our style of dressing. You 
don't have to be seductive to look 
perfect or called perfect. Modesty isn't 
just a gift to others but a gift to 
yourself.. Don't go around indirectly 
giving yourself out for free. Most of the 
arguments we females make is 'It's my 
body, I can do whatever I want with it' 
and very other naughty excuses that 
won't even save the day when karma 
comes knocking. 
  I love the former days when things 
aren't as bad as they all seem.
  Sometimes, I blame civilization for 
coming too early because we humans 
just misuse it. We misconstrue opinions 
and neglect societal point of views 
which is killing and crippling us day 
after day. I don't wanna go into 
modelling so that I won't seem to be an 
antagonist. But my vivid point in a jiffy 
is "Dress right and people would treat 
you right" Ladies are incessantly 
treated as sex toys, a thing that has no 
value just because of the way they 
present themselves in this century and 
the next to come if we don't check this 
now. This must stop!

Wishing my fellow students 

Success In Our exams
& good results ahead
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